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Abstract. Previously, we have developed an academic project management web system based on project management concepts, that we call SIGD. In this work, we present how we have applied the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern with Evolutionary Acquisition Interdisciplinary Research Project Management (EA-IRPM) for web services to implement a requirements analysis evolution web-based system for SIGD reusing its core, SIGD-RA. We have reused SIGD by mapping its elements like professor to analyst, and student to user, so each professor/analyst is responsible for a student/ (problem, suggestion, or requirement); also, each discipline represents a version of users’ feedback, technological opportunities or evolving threats, for requirements analysis evolution. Additionally, one SIGD-RA may be connected to several SIGD, for instance in different Universities. Hence, in this paper we reported an academic project management web system evolution that has gone through refactoring, extensively reuse of source codes, which incorporates and manages user’s feedback, technological opportunities and evolving threats to the system, which are also useful for systems maintenance. It is the implementation of a methodology that supports web services design, development, maintenance, and evolution. It is both a model and a method that takes advantage of the MVC architecture pattern for designing web system.
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1. Introduction

We have proposed a design architecture for web service in [1] that combines the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern [2]-[3] with Evolutionary Acquisition Interdisciplinary Research Project Management (IRPM) [4]. We have called this methodology MVC EA-IRPM, which intends to be an evolving web services development strategy triggered by users’ feedback, and considerations of technological opportunities and evolving threats. In this work, we present its application to a real scalable system, an academic project management web system called SIGD.

We had developed SIGD 1.0 [5] to serve as a tool for improving results on a postgraduate programme. It has been based on project management concepts and its development had occurred in a classroom, where we had simulated a software house using role-playing [5] and a problem-based learning approach [6]-[7].

For its second version – SIGD 2.0, we had performed a code refactoring to facilitate improvements and the system’s evolution [8]. We had employed agile development techniques and tools, together with the Evolutionary Acquisition Interdisciplinary Research Project Management methodology (EA-IRPM) [9] which is based on IRPM [10], the research strategy of NDS – Software Development Nucleus of the Federal University of Tocantins, where we are developing SIGD. Two other systems that make use of EA-IRPM are, respectively, a social network to provide free internet access for public schools’ communities [11], and a medicine 2.0 architecture for managing transplantation patients [12].

In both versions, we had used MVC as the software architecture, mainly because it has been widely adopted to develop web services such as an integrated community webbased service platform [13], and a University project management model [14], which actually could be integrated to SIGD; and because it separates the business logic – Model, the user interface – View, and the user input – Controller. As a
consequence, it provides a way to split functionalities to independent development, testing and maintenance. In other words, the Model represents application data and business rules that command data access and its modification, which also keeps business state and provides to the Controller the ability to access encapsulated functionalities. The View displays the system’s state and the Controller sets the application behavior.

Now, we have implemented SIGD 2.1 using the concepts of MVC EA-IRPM. It integrates an independent database for users’ feedback together with technological opportunities and evolving threats considerations that allows starting a new system’s release for a dynamic evolution. Also, it allows the system to acquire new features or correct errors using users’ feedback, that is, the Evolutionary Acquisition requirement analysis [15] becomes part of SIGD 2.1.

The authors organized this paper in accordance to the IMRAD structure: introduction, methods, results and discussion; which is adopted as part of the Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals of the International Committee of Medical Journals Editors, 2008 update. The authors believe that adopting this structure would help search engines in international databases to store and to retrieve information within research papers in order to facilitate meta-analyses and systematic reviews.

2. Methods

In this section, we start by presenting the tools and techniques that we had used to develop SIGD’s versions 1.0 and 2.0. Then we present our software development methodology.

2.1. Tools and Techniques

For SIGD versions 1.0 and 2.0 we had used MVC and Java as the object-oriented programming language, see Table 1. Moreover, we had used Javaserver Faces as the standard for building the user interface [16], PrimeFaces as the source Javaserver Faces components [17], Glassfish as the application server [18], and Netbeans as the integrated development environment (IDE) [19].

Then in SIGD 2.0 [8], see Table 1, differently from the first version, we had used Scrum as a process of iterative and incremental development for an agile software development [20], Hibernate as an object-relational mapping library for the Java language [21], Spring: security framework 3 as a framework for access control and authentication [22], Maven as a tool for management and automation of projects in Java [23], Prettyfaces as a filter-based servelets extension with support to JSF and to create URLs [24], and as the relational database management system, we had employed MySQL [25] and PostgreSQL [26].

As a starting point for refactoring SIGD 1.0, we have simplified the methodology presented in [27]. It is divided in preparation and search phases. The first phase consists of refactoring motives, to extract reusable components, to loose coupling between components, and to improve design. Then the second phase is: to select specifics parts of the project to do the refactoring; to propose new aspect-oriented program refactoring - the selection is done around the applicability and situation; to determine what refactoring activities can be applied; to set priorities for refactoring; to apply refactoring patterns, which implies in testing cases and realizing if it did not broke anything; and to analyze how the refactoring is affecting the software quality. However, SIGD 1.0 documentation was incomplete and its source code was poorly comprehensible, due that we had decided on a complete source code refactoring. Therefore, our motivation was to create a system that had a complete documentation, high comprehensibility of source code, both to prevent deterioration of its life cycle. Consequently, we had started with a design refactoring, which had considered aspects orientation for refactoring, then we had set priorities followed by case testing for finally analyzing quality improvements like simplification, code length and reusability [8].

Additionally, our second version – SIGD 2.0, had some improvements and corrections. Version 1.0 had proposed a system with unrestricted file uploads, initial module of internationalization, and the user could be enrolled only in one discipline as PhD thesis project. In contrast, the second version included a project area, chapters, restricted and validated upload, hierarchical changes to optimize searches, automatic generation of projects and chapters, internationalization, manual help, revision of heuristics, decreased response time and dynamic pages rendered via Primefaces’ ajax. Now, a user can be enrolled in several disciplines avoiding the creation of multiple entries. For example, a research methodology discipline can also have a project.
In relation to the frameworks used in version 2.0, Hibernate transforms classes in tables releasing the developer from manual work, while maintaining the system portable to any database. We had implemented it with MySQL to test the use of Hibernate, that is, it was enough a few parameters changes to make the system work with PostgreSQL, and that has confirmed the database abstraction [8]. Spring Security brings a complete solution for all kinds of security needs, and it automates security removing manual work which may be dangerous practice. About Maven, it is a simple basic project structure to code compilation and to run unit tests, and to build the jar file extension. For last, the URLs had become “friendly” with Prettyfaces.

SIGD version 2.1, which is the object of this paper, was developed with the same tools and techniques that we had employed in SIGD 2.0, except that instead of using MVC, we are using MVC EA-IRPM.

### 2.2. MVC Evolutionary Acquisition IRPM

The Interdisciplinary Research Project Management (IRPM) [10] is an approach for conducting interdisciplinary research of real problems using Project Management concepts [28] and problem-based learning [6], [7]. Evolutionary Acquisition (EA) is a system design methodology [15] and MVC is a software architecture pattern [2]-[3]. Their integration is called MVC EA-IRPM and to explain it, we start this subsection explaining IRPM followed by Evolutionary Acquisition resulting in EA-IRPM. In the sequence, we briefly review the MVC pattern to then present MVC EA-IRPM.

IRPM’s schematic is present in Figure 1, and for a better understanding of it, let us review the Project Management phases [28]: (1) **Initiation**: to determine project goals, deliverables and process outputs, to document project constraints and assumptions, to define strategy, to identify performance criteria, to determine resource requirements, to define the budget and to produce a formal documentation; (2) **Planning**: to refine project, to create a work breakdown structure, to develop the resource management plan, to refine time and cost estimates, to establish project controls, to develop the project plan and to obtain the plan approval; (3) **Execution**: to commit resources, to implement resources, to manage progress, to communicate progress and to implement quality assurance procedures. (4) **Control**: to measure performance, to refine control limits, to take corrective action, to evaluate effectiveness of corrective action, to ensure plan compliance, to reassess control plans, to respond to risk event triggers and to monitor project activity; (5) **Closing**: to obtain acceptance of deliverables, to document lessons learned, to facilitate closure, to preserve product records and tools, and to release resources.
In IRPM, Initiation phase begins with choosing the real problem to solve and identifying at least two fields for an interdisciplinary approach. These fields are necessary to: document the real problem constraints and assumptions; define strategy; identify performance criteria; determine resource requirements; define budget; and produce formal documentation. Planning phase consists of refining project and analyzing the real problem through studying the chosen fields. These studies may produce a new fundamental or methodology. Then in Execution phase, even if new concepts are not obtained, an educational material may be prepared and used in class for a problem-based learning approach, or else the new technology may be implemented and applied. Moreover, if in Planning phase controls were established then educational, technological, economics and social parameters may be available for measurement, allowing Control phase to be performed. Finally, after analyzing measurements, papers should be written as part of Closing phase.

Evolutionary Acquisition starts with the requirements analysis [15], see Figure 2. After defining the “general” requirements for the system and the “specific” requirements for the core, the concept of operations is elaborated. Then together with a requirements analysis of user feedback, technological opportunities and threats evaluation, the preliminary system architecture is developed. From the system architecture a core is produced. New definitions and developments with an operational test may result in a new version of the core. Then with experience and use, new requirements refinements and updates may be identified and used to develop a new core, or improve it. Additionally, Evolutionary Acquisition separates the core of the system into blocks. A particular block can have several releases. If the system is a software, then software engineering techniques may be applied. This paper proposes the use of MVC as the software architecture for the Interdisciplinary Research web service system.

The incorporation of EA into IRPM is presented in Figure 3. It shows that it is inserted into phases Planning, Executing and Control, where RA means Requirements Analysis of: (1) general for the system and specific for the core; and (2) user feedback, technological opportunities and evolving threat. Hence, in Planning phase the attempt to develop a new fundamental or methodology consists of generating a
preliminary system architecture beginning with RA 1, and then elaborating the concept of operations, and when available, also considering RA 2. Executing phase consists of implementing the core from the preliminary system architecture followed by new definitions and developments of operational tests. Afterwards, the system is applied in a real life situation. Control phase is about refining and updating requirements, which implies in evaluating technology, measuring economic and social parameters, and verifying users’ feedback, technological opportunities and evolving threats, that is, RA 2.

Fig. 3: The incorporation of the Evolutionary Acquisition model into the Interdisciplinary Research Project Management diagram.

The Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern is a software architecture [2]-[3]. It intends to separate the business logic – Model, the user interface – View, and the user input – Controller. As a consequence, it provides a way to split functionalities to independent development, testing and maintenance. Basically, the Model represents the application data and the business rules that command data access and its modification. It also keeps business state and provides to the controller the ability to access encapsulated functionalities. The View displays the system’s state and the Controller sets the application behavior.

The idea of incorporating MVC into Evolutionary Acquisition is presented in Figure 4. The core architecture of the web service is a modified MVC pattern that is connected to the Requirement Analysis – RA2 of Figure 3, through the user feedback, which should be an independent database system. The letter links means: $A$ – to query the model state; $B$ – to notify view of change in model state; $C$ – state view; $D$ – user actions/commands; $E$ – invoke methods in the models public APIs; $F$ – output to user; $G$ – input from user; $H$ – to report problem/suggestion/requirement (psr). Connection between web services’ core and Requirement Analysis occurs in the following way: (1) user identifies a system’s psr; (2) then user access the view to report psr, for instance, by pressing a specific button available in the user interface; (3) View queries Controller state about psr; (4) Controller notifies View of change to psr state; (5) View displays psr state to user; (6) user reports psr through View; (7) View transmits user’s report to Controller; (8) Controller accesses users’ feedback database system to report psr; (9) refinements and update requirements are defined using users’ feedback, technological opportunities and evolving threats considerations; (10) a decision to start a new release may be taken. Hence, MVC is also incorporated to the Evolutionary Acquisition IRPM, which is presented in Figure 5. It is worth noticing that a new release may imply in a change in the system’s architecture or a new block release.

The decision of releasing a new version of the core or a block is not automatic, and considerations of technological opportunities and evolving threats are still independent parts, that is, they are not necessarily part of the users’ feedback database system, though they might be and they actually are in SIGD 2.1. Moreover, they are not automatic too. Consequently, error and fault detection mechanisms are important features to be considered for future developments, some works that may be applied are in [29]-[31].
Hence, MVC EA-IRPM presents evolution as an important factor in interdisciplinary web services systems. Actually, according to Breivold et al. in [32] “the ever-changing world makes evolvability a strong quality requirement for the majority of software architectures”, that is, MVC EA-IRPM intends to increase productivity and to facilitate software evolution.

3. Results

The new version of SIGD, version 2.1, has two parts (http://comp.uft.edu.br/rgm). The first part is the academic project management system that we call from now on SIGD$_i$, where $i$ is an index number denoting different systems that may or may not be located geographically apart. The second part that we denote from now on SIGD-RA, which is a modification of SIGD that implements a database for the requirements analysis such as RA 2 in Figure 4.

SIGD-RA is a web-based system that communicates with every registered SIGD$_i$. That means that every institution may have its own SIGD, and for requirements evolution, it communicates with only one SIGD-RA. The communication is as described previously in Section II – B. For the user, it seems that he or she is using its own system, because communication is incorporated in the system’s interface, that is, the MVC EAIRPM model has only one View. Therefore, scalability is assured for the SIGD system, as presented in Figure 6.
SIGD_i’s interface is as presented in Figure 7. In its menu there exits the User Feedback option which gives access to the SIGD-RA system – Figure 8. When accessing that option, the user may report a system’s problem, suggestion or requirement as in Figure 9. Additionally, it may be really a user’s feedback, or a technological opportunity consideration, or an evolving threat identification, see Figure 10. From the system’s point of view in SIGD-RA, the requirements analysis is a project such as an academic project in a regular SIGD, that is, we have completely reused SIGD’s core to develop a new application or web service. Besides, user’s reports are managed through the system – SIGD-RA, Figure 11.
4. Discussion

Requirements evolution plays an important role in Web Systems Evolution. Besides, software architecture evolution is relevant for extending software lifecycle [32]. The MVC Evolutionary Acquisition IRPM combines these to features, that is, it is a software architecture that incorporates requirements analysis in its model. More than that, it aggregates project management concepts with interdisciplinary research.

In a systematic review of software architecture evolution, Breivold et al. in [32] concluded that “it is necessary to establish a theoretical foundation for software evolution research” and “to combine appropriate techniques to address the multifaceted perspectives of software evolvability”. This work is the implementation of a methodology that combines well-established techniques for web systems evolution.

MVC EA-IRPM supports web services design, development, maintenance, and evolution. It is both a model and a method that takes advantage of the MVC architecture pattern for designing the web system, of the Evolutionary Acquisition for developing systems continuously using requirements analysis together with systems testing, and of project management concepts in an interdisciplinary research context through IRPM.

Hence, in this paper we reported an academic project management web system evolution that has gone through refactoring; that has extensively reused source codes; that incorporates and manages user’s feedback, technological opportunities and evolving threats to the system, which are also useful for systems maintenance. For future works, we intend to adjust SIGD-RA for academic purposes, which means a web service to support not only academic projects evolution, but also the evolution of postgraduate programs, which could provide important information to a Ministry of Education.
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